
to our fellow M.H.B.K. Vancouver 
Chapter member, Péter Laborc.  I am 
constantly asking him for obscure infor-
mation on Hungarian military subjects 
and over the last couple of years he has 
been helping me put together a com-
plete set of equipment for a W.W.II hon-
véd.  There is a huge array of equipment 
that a military man has to deal with and 
Péter kindly agreed to drag it all outside 
and put it all on while his wife Magdi 
took photos.  Here for the first time 
since the Second World War, we can see 
what a Hungarian soldier looked like 

with his complete ‘kit’, in 
the same condition it 

was when it was 
brand new. 
 
Péter’s collection is 

second to none, and 
he even pulled out a few 

of his ordinance crates 
and period food contain-

ers.  In a letter from him, 
he assured me that he was 

wearing a W.W.II military 
identification tag under his 

tunic, known officially in Hun-
garian as the ‘36M Azonossági 

jegy’.  Soldiers referred to it as a 
‘dögczédula’ or ‘carcass tag’, and it con-
tained a small folded paper document 
with the man’s personal information.  
One from my collection is pictured here 
actual size. 
 
On pages 3 and 4 of this issue I have  
included reproductions from the Royal 
Hungarian Army regulations, showing a 
standard infantry rifleman and the    
correct way of mounting gear on the 
infantry harness.  
 
On page 2, perhaps the two most impor-
tant pieces of a soldier’s equipment are 
hidden - the 35M Canteen (kulacs) and 
the 34M Mess Kit (evõcsésze/csajka). 
Thank you Péter! 

Hungarian soldiers called it ‘angyal bör’, 
or ‘angel’s skin’ in English.  At one time 
it was the most ubiquitous type of cloth-
ing worn by Hungarian military person-
nel - the simple khaki-green wool army 
uniform of the Hungarian honvéd. 
 
Privates and other ranks had only a few 
changes of uniform, and as the war pro-
gressed, many had only one.  Officers 
generally had more, and once hostilities 
ceased, their elaborate dress uniforms 
hung in closets, and were more likely to 
be preserved.  The heavy wool uniforms 
of the soldiers, however were worn 
after the war, for work, everyday 
wear and sometimes dyed and 
modified to act as a formal suits. 
 
Consequently these garments 
are now very scarce, and to 
find a piece in good condi-
tion is very rare indeed.  
Much of a soldier’s 
equipment - items 
like leather belts, 
bread bags, and 
other useful items of 
‘kit’ were used and even-
tually worn out in the lean 
post-war years in Hungary. 
 
Over the years I have seen many people 
attempt to put together a complete rep-
resentation of what a Hungarian soldier 
would have worn and used during the 
war, but unfortunately there is so little 
information and so few pieces available, 
most collections consist of a hodge-
podge of mismatched, incorrectly iden-
tified and incomplete items.  Add to the 
equation the fact that some people 
stamp spurious dates and markings on 
post-war, and even non-Hungarian field 
equipment, and we end up with a very 
historically incorrect presentation! 
 
I think that anyone interested in Hun-
garian militaria owes a debt of gratitude 
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39M Trousers 
(nadrág) 

39M Tunic 
(zubbony) 

44M Field Cap 
(tábori sapka) 

35M Rifle 
(puska) 

35M Bayonet 
(szurony) 

35M Ammunition Case 
(tölténybõrönd) 

38M Shelter Quarter 
(sátorlap) 

35M Helmet 
(rohamsisak) 

10M Infantry Shovel 
(gyalogsági ásó) 

35M Infantry Harness 
(gyalogsági hordkészülék) 

35M Bread Bag 
(kenyérzsák) 

21M Belt 
(derékszij) 

Field Blanket 
(tábori takaró) 

24M Greatcoat 
(köpeny) 

M08 Ammunition Pouch 
(tölténytáska) 

43M Boots 
(bakancs) 

34M Gas Mask with cloth case 
(gázálarc a textil tokkal) 

ROYAL HUNGARIAN ARMY  
SENIOR CORPORAL, 

MECHANIZED CORPS 
 

MAGYAR KIRÁLY HONVÉDSÉG 
SZAKASZVEZETÕ, 

GuYORSFEGYVERNEM 
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Not long ago, I was at a party at the 
home of the well known businessman, 

community leader and Hungarian      
patriot, Zale Tanner.  The photograph  

reproduced above is of his father, Ferenc       
Kondora, here a Captain (százados).  He    

finished the Second World War as a full 
Colonel (ezredes) and was an officer 

in the elite Hungarian 
Border Troops - his dis-
tinctive ‘Border Hunter’, 

or (határvadász) insignia 
can clearly be seen  on his right breast. 
 

The insignia came in three grades.  
For officers (tisztek), it was hand  

embroidered in gold wire; for N.C.O.’s 
(tiszthelyettesek), it was hand embroi-

dered in silver wire and for other ranks 
(legénység), it was made of painted, 

stamped thin metal.  It is com-
mon to encounter varia-

tions, as the gold and 
silver badges were all  
made by hand.  Often 

metal sequins was added 
to highlight the eagle’s (türöl madár) wings.   

 
The backing cloth can vary from a light 

grass green to dark blue-green.  These 
variations in green background are strictly 

manufacturer’s preferences.  Light blue 
backed insignia also exists, and were used by 

the small contingency of Border 
Troops that operated       
armoured vehicles.  Speci-
mens of the other’s ranks’ 
badge, woven by machine, 

have also been encountered. 

SPECIAL INSIGNIA OF  
THE ELITE HUNGARIAN  

BORDER TROOPS 
 

ACTION FIGURE MILITAIRE 
International 1:6 Scale Military 

Competition 2001 
 

Miniature military figures have always 
been popular with modellers and collec-
tors, and in the last few years the large 
1:6 scale figure (about 12” or 30cm tall), 
has gained world-wide popularity. At 
the end of last year I entered two of my 
Hungarian Front-Line Fighters’    Asso-
ciation 1:6 scale figures in an interna-
tional competition held in Singapore.       
I’m very please to announce that the 
result of the contest are in, and the two 
figures (pictured in the last issue of the 
Magyar Front, page 3, third and fourth 
from the left) won first and second place 
in the ‘customized military figure    
category’! 
 
I think this is great promotion for not 
only the Vancouver chapter of the       
M.H.B.K, but also for the ‘Hungarian 
cause’ as well.  It seems that the media 
inundates us with information about 
other countries military history - so I 
am especially pleased that Hungarian 
figures won two of the top prizes, and 
more importantly, public attention.   
 
The organizers of the competition even 
included some historical information 
about Hungary’s Veterans’ Association - 
check it out at: 
 
http://force126.topcities.com/award.htm 

Border Troops’ field cap. 



György Péter Laborc 
 

Ferenc v. Mandalik 
 

Lajos Miklós 
 

József Pataky 
 

Zoltán Paxy 
 

Aladár Pintér 
 

† László v. Polgári 
 

Károly Radnoty 
 

Arran Saul 
 

Charles Sullivan 
 

Gyula Vörös 

THE ‘MAGYAR FRONT’ 
 

Some MHBK members have asked me why I call our newsletter the 
‘Magyar Front’.  To the right is a small advertisement from a 1942 
Front-Line Fighters’ Association yearbook.  It promotes the ‘official 
newspaper of the association’; the bi-weekly paper also known as the 
Magyar Front.  The yearly subscription price for members was a mere 
2.50 pengõ, and it guaranteed to be ‘a protector of members’ interests’ 

and to ‘provide accurate reports and reliable information’. 
 

Under the header, with the well known insignia placed in the middle, 
reads: ‘Társadalmi és nemzetvédelmi hétilap’ .  ‘Társadalmi’ is the Hungar-

ian word for ‘social’, and ‘nemzetvédelmi’ is the ‘defense of the nation’.  
‘hétilap’  is ‘weekly’. 
 
Today, the few copies known to exist are in the archives of the War History    
Museum in Budapest - at one time the ‘Magyar Front’ served 300,000 members.  
I hope that this small newsletter, named after it in tribute, will help Hungarians 

remember this very important organization. 
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The ‘MAGYAR FRONT’ Is published bi-monthly by Peter Czink VRNT, 
Chapter Leader, Vancouver Chapter, Hungarian Veterans’ Association (Csoport vezetõ, Vancouveri csoport, Magyar Harcosok Bajtársi Közössége) 
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recourses that often contain misinforma-
tion. 
 
Recently, MHBK members Lieutenant 
Colonel Zoltán v. Keresztes and his wife 
Ilona were visiting me, and during our 
lively conversations I noticed Mrs. 
Keresztes carefully examining the deco-
rations in my collection.  It just happens, 
that one of the most famous Hungarian 
medal manufacturers, G.A. Scheid, was 
her family’s business.  She graciously 
agreed to write down some of her recol-
lections for us, and I have included them 
in this issue.  Very little is known about 
the companies that produced decora-
tions for Hungary - and now, thanks to 
Mrs. Keresztes, we have another very 

important piece 
of the  puzzle. 
 
At left is an ad 
for the firm of 
G.A. Scheid, or 
‘Scheid G.A.’ as 
it is called in 
Hungarian.  It 
appeared in a 
1942 Veterans’ 
A s s o c i a t i o n 
yearbook, and 
originally meas-
ures 12 cm by 
16.5 cm.   
 
Two monarchy 
era Red Cross 
decorations are 
shown on the 
following page.  
A l t h o u g h 
G . A . S c h e i d 
never marked 

their decorations, the boxes they came 
in bore the company name and address.  
This manufacturer is well known for 
producing medals for the Red Cross, 
which were among the most beautiful 
and elegant in the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire. 

The most important tools for the histo-
rian, whether he is a seasoned profes-
sional or avid enthusiast, are books.  As 
a boy I checked out the same two or 
three military history books from my 
elementary school library so often that 
the little cards attached to the first pages 
were filled in with my name alone.  As 
our interests become more sophisti-
cated, the search for material becomes a 
never-ending passion, and even when 
our shelves bristle with titles, we often 
find that we are still missing many 
‘pieces of the puzzle’. 
 
A good historian must also be a good 
detective.  Objective and accurate facts 
must be constantly sorted from misin-
formation, and 
new material, 
when it surfaces, 
must be studied.  
In the case of 
Hungarian mili-
tary history, 
much of it has 
been lost.  Dra-
matic changes in 
g o v e r n m e n t , 
world wars, and 
butchered bor-
ders have con-
tributed to sig-
nificant gaps in 
the research of 
our nation’s past.   
 
Few books, espe-
cially in the Eng-
lish language are 
published about 
Hungarian mili-
taria.  The mili-
tary insignia and decorations of the 
Austro-Hungarian empire and that of 
the Horthy era are considered to be 
some of the finest in the world, yet no 
detailed, comprehensive work has been 
done on their history.  Collectors and 
museum curators work from incomplete 
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Do not forsake me! 

Celebrate Hero’s Day 
(Hõsök Napja) 

 

May 26, 2002 
 

Our Lady of Hungary Church 
1810 East 7th Avenue 

Vancouver, B.C., Canada 
 

Mass 11:00 - 12:00 
12:00 Lunch 

 

After lunch the new MHBK 
Vancouver Chapter flag will be 
consecrated.  Historical objects 

will also be on display. 
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The company was founded by Mr. 
Georg Adam Scheid in Vienna around 
the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury.  After the 1867 reconciliation with 
the House of Habsburg, the industriali-
zation of Hungary began.  Mr. Scheid 
saw the signs that Budapest would be a 
good place to expand to, so he looked 
over his promising young accounting 
staff and selected my grandfather, Mr. 
Franz Albert Dworak for the job.  The 
land they bought was on the Pest side, 
fairly far from the more populated ar-
eas; because some chemical activity was 
involved.  My grandfather took a small 
crew of experts with him: Mr. Peitler 
the master smelter; Mr. Henika who did 
the alloys and Mr. Neubauer who did 
the assaying.  I knew all of these men 
well and called them bácsi, as I always 
spent part of my summer holidays help-
ing at the office while I was growing up.   
 

Gold and silversmiths, dentists, techni-
cians, the Post Office and other big, 
mostly chemical industries became cli-
ents; the factory was a success.  During 
the First World War my grandfather 
became 50% owner, and after 6 years of 
war and time spent as a Russian prisoner 
of war my father returned to join the 
management.  My mother did also.  We 
were a happy and prosperous family, 
but history stepped in the way again 
when the Anschluss of Austria was de-
clared in the spring of 1938.  My grand-
father died that summer, and in the fall 

clared that they were taking over the 
factory as a war reparation, as it was 
officially German property.  We had to 
comply, my father went back into hid-
ing and my mother stayed at the office 
to make sure production went on.  Our 
new Russian ‘manager’, a fish-salter 
from Murmansk named Elizarof had no 
idea what we were doing.  After some 
time however, he became quite civi-
lized; he even took to wearing galoshes 
over his boots!  I was ordered to go to 
the Russian commandant to explain (in 
German) what exactly we were doing at 
the factory, and my many years of train-
ing paid off; the Russians hired both my 
mother and me.  We worked until 1948 
in the factory office until the Russians 
dismantled all of the machinery, took all 
of the stock and turned over the build-
ing to the Hungarian authorities.  For 
years they tried to find more stock, even 
resorting to searching our garden and 
house with metal detectors.  We had 
enough, and marched out of Hungary in 
1956. 
 
 

a lawyer showed up and informed my 
father that a percentage of income from 
the factory would have to be turned 
over to the Hungarian nazi party.  My 
father refused, and this started our fam-
ily’s Calvary.  The media got after us 
with the foulest of insinuations and the 
police bothered us month after month.  
The situation got so bad that we feared 
for our father’s life.  Although we were 
not Jewish, but we had anti-nazi friends 
who were beginning to disappear; ru-
mours became rampant.  We had good 
friends in the medical community so my 
father was hidden in different hospitals 
and my mother bore the onslaught.   
 
The factory was declared a ‘second-class 
war factory’ and the authorities dele-
gated a war manager.  Luckily the man 
knew what was going on and did not 
interfere with production.  In 1942 the 
whole stock of precious metals were 
moved to Germany, and from then on 
we worked with copper.  During the 
two month siege of Budapest the labora-
tory was hit with an incendiary bomb 
and it burned to the ground.  Our work-
ers were very loyal and helped with the 
re-building; as payment we carried bags 
of potatoes from our garden to them.  
By the fall of 1945 the factory was in 
operation once again. 
 
On Good Friday in 1946 a squad of Rus-
sian soldiers, armed to the teeth, were 
marshalled in by a squat little major and 
an interpreter around noon.  They de-

Officer’s Cross of Honour of the Red 
Cross with War Decoration. 

Vöröskereszt tiszti Díszjelvénye 
hadidíszítményel. 

Second Class Cross of Honour of the 
Red Cross with War Decoration. 

Vöröskereszt II osztályú Díszelvénye 
hadidíszítményel. 
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Gold embossed ‘G.A. Scheid’  
company logo from the interior of a  
fitted case for a military decoration.  

Insignia  made by this firm was  
rarely marked, and only the decorative 

boxes bore the firm’s name and the  
Vienna and Budapest addresses. 

THE G.A. SCHEID PRECIOUS METAL WORKS, BUDAPEST - SCHEID G.A. NEMESFÉMMÛVEK, BUDAPEST 
By Ilona Keresztes 
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 What did the firm of G.A. Scheid manu-
facture and what was its raison d’etre?  
First and foremost, G.A. Scheid was to 
provide the gold and silversmith indus-
try with world-class quality raw mate-
rial.   
 
Scrap jewellery, silverware, etc. were 
brought to the firm to be smelted, after 
which the final product (gold and silver) 
was assayed.  The owner of the raw ma-
terials remained present during the 
process to ensure that he could be cer-
tain that he was receiving the correct 
precious metal content.  At this point 
the client was credited with the result-
ing fine gold or silver, which he could 
exchange for specific alloys he was in 
need of.  A fee was paid for this ex-
change. 
 
We supplied sheet metal and wire at 
whatever dimensions the client re-
quired.  Like many other trades, techni-
cal terminology was German, so what 
was known as Bruch gold was granu-
lated and refined to 99.7 to 99.8% and 
then re-alloyed to whatever karat the 
client specified.  Refining was a chemi-
cal process, supervised by our company 
engineer Mr. Bogdandy, or in some 
cases by the laboratory of the Hungarian 
Mint. 
 
We also produced gold and silver foil 
for industrial purposes.  The production 
of medals for sports events and art dis-
plays was also a big part of our pro-
gram.  We also served the neighbouring 
countries after our former territories 
were returned. 
 
G.A. Scheid also owned parts of gold 
mines to the north of Hungary and Tran-
sylvania lost without compensation after 
the Treaty of Trianon.  The firm was one 
of the few refineries in Eastern Europe 
and had an excellent international repu-
tation. 
 
After the Second World War, the Hun-
garian Mint took over what little de-
mand was left of the gold and silver 
manufacturing industry.  In Vienna the 
German giant Degussa bought out G.A. 
Scheid’s affiliate and the old and hon-
oured name went down in history re-
membered by collectors of medals that 
bear the venerated name. 

ANDRE ALCKENS, FAUBOURG 
Known to have produced embroidered breast stars of the Hungarian Order of St. 
Stephen and the Austrian Order of the Iron Crown. 
 

A. BACHRUCH, VIENNA 
Specialized in lower grades of the Order of Franz Joseph and Red Cross insignia. 
 

BECK, VIENNA 
 

K. BOHM, VIENNA 
Believed to have made Hungarian Orders of St. Stephen, and other decorations. 
 

F. BRAUN, VIENNA 
A small firm, this company also made specimens of the lower grades of the Order of 
Franz Joseph. 
 

KARL FISCHMEISTER, VIENNA 
Specialized in the orders of Serbia from the 1880’s until the First World War.  This 
firm’s hallmark was “K.F.”  They produced the Romanian Order of the Crown, and the 
hallmark “J.R.F.”  was used on pieces that were subcontracted to the firm of Resch in 
Bucharest. 
 

JOHANN HOLLAUER, VIENNA 
 

A. KITTNER, VIENNA 
Another minor jeweller also involved with the lower grades of the Order of Franz    
Joseph. 
 

A. E. KÖCHERT, VIENNA 
Founded in 1814, this firm is still operating today.  They produced all of the imperial 
Austrian orders, and some jewelled insignia. 
 

WILHELM KUNZ, VIENNA 
Made many of the lower grades of Austro-Hungarian orders, this company usually 
marked their name or “W.K.” on their ribbon rings. 
 

JOHANN MAURER, VIENNA - SOPRON 
This firm also had a branch in Sopron, Hungary, and specialized in many orders and 
decorations. 
 

VINC. MAYER’S SÖHNE 
Was one of the more famous imperial jewellers.  They made all of the orders and deco-
rations of Austria-Hungary, as well as Papal and German orders.  This firm began 
around the 1860’s and continued through World War I.  Their workmanship was excel-
lent, and often bore a ‘V.M.” hallmark. 
 

MORZSÁNYI JÓZSEF DÍSZMÛKÉSZÍTÕ, BUDAPEST 
 

ANTON REITTERER, VIENNA 
Reitterer continued making decorations for Austria after W.W.I, and produced the   
Order of St. Stephen during the Horthy era.  They are still in business. 

 
GEBRÜDER RESCH, VIENNA 

Aside from manufacturing all of the imperial Austro-Hungarian insignia, they also pro-

SOME OF THE OTHER JEWELLERS OF THE  
AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE 
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duced medals and insignia for Montenegro and Papal orders.  “Gebr. Resch” is often 
stamped on their decorations. 

 
EDWARD RIEMER, PRAGUE 

 
C.F. ROTHE & NEFFE, VIENNA 

Founded in 1830, this jeweller was one of the largest and most famous in the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, and in fact all of Europe.  In 1849 the factory moved to its current 
location – they still produce fine jewellery and decorations.  They were known as the 
Hofjuwelier to the House of Habsburg and made insignia for many countries including 
Germany, Mexico, Tunisia, China, Persia, Sweden, Turkey, The Netherlands, Montene-
gro, Italy, Spain and the Vatican.  They were famous for jewelled insignia which      
included the diamond crown for the coronation of Empress Elizabeth and a jewelled 
cross for the Cathedral of Sofia in Bulgaria. 
 

ROZET & FISCHMEISTER, VIENNA 
 

A. SCHARF, VIENNA 
 

JOHANN SCHWERDTNER, VIENNA 
 

RUDOLF SOUVAL, VIENNA 
Until the end of W.W.I this firm made smaller items, but then began to made orders for 
the Austrian Republic before W.W.II.  They also produced insignia for Romania and 
Greece.  During the Second World War they made many German insignia as well as 
some Hungarian orders, and used the hallmark “R.S.” or “L/58”.  After W.W.II they 
made insignia for the American, British, French and Russian armies, and from 1950 for 
the new Austrian government. 
 

MORITZ TILLER & COMPANY, VIENNA 
 

J. WIEDLICH, VIENNA  

A TRADITION BORN IN AN ERA OF CARRAIGES 
AND KINGS - CARRIED ON BY THE MHBK 

 
In today’s modern world it’s easy to overlook the ‘pedigree’ of our  

organization.  In 1967 the MHBK’s 20 Year Commemorative Medal 
was struck - its design based on that of the familiar Horthy Era 
‘Signum Laudis’.  At right is the medal shown actual size.  The 
MHBK insignia and the years ‘1947-1967’ are on the obverse, while 
the reverse bears a      miniature rendition of the ‘Fire Cross with 
Wreath and Swords’ or    Tûzkereszt koszorúval, kardokkal and the 
words: BECSÜLETTEL ÉLÜNK ÉS HALUNK (With honour we live and 
with honour we die).  This medal is of the finest quality, die-struck 
with a separate two-piece crown. 
 

It is complete with its original case, made just like the ones from 
the imperial era, and is shown at left.  On the outside of the lid 

of this fine case is a gold embossed stylized Hungarian crown; 
and embossed in the white lining of the lid’s interior is: 

 

C.F. ROTHE, WEIN 
KOHLMARKT No. 7 

 
...the famous jeweller’s address since 1849. 

REMEMBER  
TRIANON! 

 

June 4th is the 82nd  
anniversary of one of  

Hungary’s greatest tragedies. 
 

Send for your Trianon lapel pin 
on black ribbon  

(shown above actual size) 
 

$3.00 CDN or $2.00 US each 
(postage included) 

 

PÉTER CZINK VRNT 
P.O. Box 74527 

2803 West 4th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C.  V6K 4P4 

Canada 



DR. ANTAL ULLEIN-REVICZKY 
 
I recentely purchased the insignia shown below (reproduced three-quarters actual size) - the shoulder straps 
and collar badges that belonged to Dr. Antal Ullein-Reviczky.  A few of the top leaders of the Front-Line 
Fighter’s Movement wore this type of insignia, although the backing colour on the shoulder straps were white.  
It is believed that this combination was unique to Ullein-Reviczky, and these examples are the only ones known 
to exist.  The photo below, from a 1942 yearbook clearly shows him wearing them with his Veterans’ Associa-
tion uniform.  He also wears general’s insignia on the side of his cap. 

 
Ullein-Reviczky was co-president of the Front-Line Fighter’s Association, the Chief Press Officer of the Foreign 
Ministry and later the Ambassador to Sweden. This highly decorated officer and professor of international law did 

his best to keep Hungary out of the Second World War, as he foresaw the terrible situation his country was headed 
towards.  The following is an interesting anecdote referring to Hungary’s hesitance in  declaring war on the United 
States:   
 
“The latter can be illustrated best by pointing to a speech of Senator John Barkley, who chided Hungary for not resist-
ing the Germans, and threatened the country with the possible loss of its independence after the war as a punishment.  
The answer to Senator Barkley’s unfriendly words came eventually through American diplomatic channels from    

Ullein-Reviczky in Stockholm.  Deprived of his ambassadorship and citizenship because of his anti-German state-
ments and criticism of the German occupation of Hungary, he pointed out in a letter to the Senator that Hungary 
was already deprived of its independence, and it was hoping to have that independence restored after the war by the 
victorious Western Allies.”  

 
In 1947 he wrote Guerre Allemande, Paix Russe (German War, Russian Peace) which was     
re-published in 1993 in Budapest by Europa Publishers as Német Háború, Orosz Béke.  Inter-
estingly, Ullein-Revicykz’s wife was English. 
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The Vancouver Chapter of the MHBK 
put on an excellent ‘Hero’s Day’ event 
on the 26th of May, 2002.  Many people 
were in attendance, and it was clear that 
everyone was moved and enriched by 
our presentation. 
 
Lajos Miklós Jr. took it upon himself to 
learn an authentic Hungarian bugle call, 
and heralded the beginning of the event 
using a vintage instrument from the old 
‘Front-Line Fighters’   Association.  Four 
wreaths followed:  one commemorating 
the Freedom War of 1848-49 carried by 
Hungarian dance instructor/costume 
coordinator Andrea Miklós; one for    
W.W. I carried by Vancouver Scout 
Leader Zsuzsanna Nagy; one for the  
Second World War carried by József 
Pataky and the fourth in commemora-
tion the 1956 Revolution carried by  
Ferenc v. Mandalik, the Canadian leader 
of the Order Vitéz.  I followed them 
with our new chapter flag. 
 
Erzsébet Fábián, accompanied by piano 
sang for us.  My dear friend and mentor 
József Pataky read the names of the 
Vancouver Chapter members that have 

passed away, and a moment of silence 
was called for.  Józsi bácsi treated us to 
a sombre poem as well, typewritten on 
fragile paper by an unknown soldier 
from the P.O.W. camp that he spent time 
in after the war.  ‘Hero’s Day’ is some-
what of an obscure holiday, but for 
those people who were there, I think it 
will remain an important one. 
 
The consecration of our new flag was 
also on the agenda.  For the past year or 
so I have been working on it, doing my 
best to produce a flag that adheres to the 
old regulations of the Front-Line    
Fighters’ Association.  Father Dénes 
Lakatos, and Reverends Lajos Fábián 
and Miklós Szigeti blessed our flag and 
offered very moving prayers.  Presenting 
ribbons for the flag is a very old tradi-
tion, and Roselyn Mandalik, represent-
ing the Vitézi Rend (Order of Vitéz); 
Lorraine Weideman, representing the 
Doni Bajtársak Szövetsége (Don River 
Veterans’ Association) and Erzsébet 
Fábián, representing the Vancouveri 
Magyar Református Egyház (Vancouver 
Hungarian Reformed Church) all tied 
their ribbons to the flag. 
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Our presentation was wrapped up by Lajos Miklós speaking a 
little about our flag and traditions.  I was very proud to be 
among the people that took part, as I am sure the spirits of those 
we were remembering were also.  Our members and our sup-
porters who were involved are brave fighters for our ‘Hungarian 
cause’. 
 
I would especially like to thank Lorraine Weideman, whose help 
would take too many pages to describe.  Also to Aladár and 
Leyla Pintér who cheerfully take on the painstaking and      
complex work of translating that I often burden them with. 
 

Péter Czink VRNT 
 

 
 

At right, Lajos Miklós Jr. supports the new MHBK  
Vancouver Chapter flag while Reverend Lajos Fábián takes part 

in the consecration. 
(Photos by Aladár Pintér) 
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June 4th is the 82nd anniversary of one of  
Hungary’s greatest tragedies. 

 

Send for your Trianon lapel pin on black ribbon! 
(shown at left actual size) 

 

$3.00 CDN or $2.00 US each  
(postage included) 

Péter Czink holds the new flag at left.  Part of the 
large historical display can be seen in the back-

ground.  The display consisted of items from the 
Hungarian veterans’ association from the 

1930’s and 1940’s; ranging from uniforms, 
headgear, badges, documents, books,    

photographs and postcards to personal 
items belonging to members. 

 
The large copper coloured shield in the 

centre of the display bears the name of 
a veterans’ association member - it 

was popular to hang such large       
emblems on the outside of the         

veteran’s family home as a sign and 
memento of his service. 

 
At right is a close-up of the MHBK 

Vancouver Chapter’s flag-pole top, 
which bears the insignia of the 

Front-Line Fighter’s Association.  
The tear-drop shape was very 
popular with many European 
nations, and the Hungarian 

veterans used this type     
primarily. 
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Our new flag 
was made just 
like the flags of 
our predecessors, the 
Hungarian Front-Line 
Fighters’ Movement, or as it 
was known more specifically 
the Magyar Tûzharcos Szövetség.  
The flag itself is made from green 
moiré material, and is 70 cm wide and 
115 cm long.  Like all Hungarian military 
flags, ‘wolf’s teeth’ decorate the edges, along 
with heavy gold fringe.  This type of flag, with the 
triangular cut-out on the ‘fly’ edge is known as a 
‘Rákóczi’ style. 
 
The ‘wolf’s teeth’ and some parts of the 
coats-of-arms are done in appliqué, 
and the rest of the insignias and 
the writing is hand-
embroidered.  I had 
the flag-pole top cast 
in bronze, while the  

 
central insignia was made out of plastic to reduce the weight.  In the middle of the pole top, on both sides is the 

badge of the old veterans’ association.  The wooden pole is painted green, and comes apart for storage. 
 

One side bears the insignia of the MHBK, and above it ‘MAGYAR HARCOSOK BAJTÁRSI KÖZÖSSÉGE’.  Below the 
insignia is the 
chapter name  
and the date 
of our chap-

ter’s formation.  The 
other side bears the Hun-

garian national coat-of-
arms,  above which is 

‘ISTENÉRT - HAZÁÉRT -         
BAJTÁRSAINKÉRT’ (for God - for 

the homeland - for our comrades); and 
b e l o w  ‘ H Û S É G G E L  M I N D -

HALÁLIG’  (faithfully, until death). 
 

I thought it was important to make this flag 
according to the old regulations as a sign 

of respect from the MHBK - our roots 
must never be forgotten.  I made it 

as a visible symbol of my com-
mitment to the MHBK, and 

an assurance that 
the newer genera-
tions will carry it 
forward. Just as our 

forefathers fought to protect what they held sacred, we vow never to surrender to apathy and ignorance, to 
promote our Hungarian heritage and to fight bravely in the face of adversity. 
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THE NEW MHBK VANCOUVER CHAPTER FLAG 



‘Hero’s Day’ is taken very seriously in Hungary.  Each year,  
Vancouver Chapter member György Péter Laborc takes part in 
the ceremonies along with a very special item from his famous 
collection of Hungarian militaria.  About eight years ago, Laborc 
found the standard of the ‘Szent István’  3rd Hungarian Infantry 
Regiment.  It was a long way from its original base of       
Székesfehérvár - he found it in an antique shop in Germany.  
The regimental flag is the most important piece of regalia that a 
military unit possesses, and Péter has made sure not only that it 
has been restored; but that it is shared with the public on special 
occasions.  It couldn’t be in better hands! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The article at left is from the May 27th, 2002 issue of the 
Komárom - Esztergom Megyei 24 Óra newspaper.  The caption 
reads: “Fallen soldiers from the World Wars were remembered 
yesterday in Tata at the war memorial near the castle.  Hundreds 
of people gathered for the event in the pouring rain.  Conductor 
Baranyi’s Egressy Choir and the town band performed.  György 
[Péter] Laborc brought a vintage flag as part of the celebration.” 

TRIANON 
REMEMBERED! 

Dear Peter, 
 
In answer to your question: Why Trianon? 
 
“‘After Trianon’ and the ‘Justice for Hungary’ campaign is  
something that I feel very strongly passionate about.  I visit 
other stamp clubs up and down England promoting Hungarian 
philately by giving stamp and postal history displays as well as 
doing display come lectures…” 
 
“I must admit that I cannot read Hungarian but translate from 
dictionaries, which is very slow, but I also have a lady friend 
who is Hungarian who helps me out…  ...I have several books 
written in English about Trianon and the aftermath of the      
injustice to Hungary.” 
 
David Miles 
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HISTORY IS VERY MUCH ALIVE IN TATA 

After selling one of our Trianon pins to a gentleman in England 
last year, I asked him why he took such an interest in our       
nation’s great tragedy.  I have reprinted excerpts from his letter 
to illustrate two main points.   
 
Firstly, the necessity for literature about Hungarian history in 
the English language.  Secondly, it warms my heart whenever I 
hear of someone who is so dedicated to the ‘Hungarian cause’. 
 
Thank you David, for being such a good friend to the Hungarian 
people! 



THE ORIGINAL REGULATIONS FOR THE  
VETERANS’ ASSOCIATION FLAG 

 

MAGYAR TÛZHARCOSOK SZÖVETSÉG HELYI  
ALAKULATAINAK ELÕIRÁSOS KIVONULÁSI ZÁSZLÓJA 

 
Shown here are two pages from a very rare veterans’ association yearbook from 1942.  It mentions that the pole, 

including the pole-top should be 2.92 metres long, and there’s a note at the bottom that the leadership of the or-
ganization recommends that the flag should be no bigger than the specified measurements because, especially   

during parades, a larger flag would be difficult to manage. 
 
It’s interesting to think about how many chapters there were - indeed there are photos of parades with hundreds of 

these flags among the veterans.  There are now only a few in the 
War Museum in Budapest, and none are known of in private 
hands. After the Second World War, even flags were  destroyed - 
the communists viewed any link to the past regime as a threat.   
 
Each chapter flag was hand-made and hand-embroidered, and a 
work of art in its own right.  Although the above regulations 
were specified by the organization, many variations existed. 
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               Hungarians all over the world celebrate the anniversary of two revolutions – 

many of us know people who lived through that of 1956, but the other has equal 

significance - the ‘1848 War of Freedom’, known in Hungarian as the ‘1848   

Szabadságharc’. 

     Revolution erupted in Vienna in March of 1848 which resulted in Austria’s 

Chancellor, Klemens von Metternich to flee the city.  Similar unrest brewed 

in Hungary, and on March 15
th

, insurgents followed suit and stormed the 

Buda castle in order to release political prisoners.  The following day, 

the Diet, or legislative assembly’s liberal dominated ‘Lower House’ 

demanded the establishment of a national government responsible 

to an elected parliament.  Their demands were quickly met, and 

soon a new national cabinet took control led by Lajos Batthyány 

with Lajos Kossuth as Minister of Finance and Count István     

Széchenyi as Minister of Public Works.  The ‘Upper House’ of the 

Diet grudgingly accepted their sweeping reforms, and Emperor 

Ferdinand approved them.  The reforms, known as the ‘April 

Laws’, were dramatic and affected almost every aspect of      

Hungarian political, economic and social life.  Independent  

Hungarian ministries of defence and finance were created and 

the new government even began to issue currency through a 

central bank.  The validity of the ancient feudal system was 

being challenged – nobles became subject to taxation, peasants 

could  become freehold owners of land, freedom of the press 

and assembly were guaranteed and a Hungarian national guard 

was established.  Another significant change was that Transyl-

vania was brought under Hungarian rule. 

THE 1848 WAR OF FREEDOM 
By Peter Czink VRNT 

NOVEMBER - DECEMBER 

2002 

Volume iV, Issue 6 

 

Left:  Senior Officer’s tunic and  

service belt from  

the 1848 War of Freedom.   

(Nudelman collection) 

 

Right:  The proposed Hungarian 

Military Order of Merit, or  

1848-1849-es Magyar Katonai 

Érdemrend , was designed and  

produced outside of Hungary in 

very small numbers during the 1860’s.  

There are a few known variations - some 

were made in Torino, Italy as well as other 

places where exiled Hungarian   officers 

found themselves after the war.  Known 

examples are made of solid gold.   

The obverse bears the inscription:  

SZABADSÁGHARCZ 1849 (War of Freedom 1849) 

while the reverse reads:  

HŰ VITÉZSÉGÉRT  - A MAGYAR NEMZET  

(For Loyal Bravery - The Hungarian Nation).   

Shown actual size. 

BECSÜLETTEL 

HÜSÉGGEL 

MINDHALÁLIG 

 

ISTENÉRT 

HAZÁÉRT 

BAJTÁRSAÍNKÉRT 

 

 

MAGYAR FRONT 
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Above:  The provisional Hungarian Order of  

Military Merit, II and III Class.   

The first class, a large breast star was  

only awarded five times.  

Shown actual size. 
 

Below:  Senior NCO’s Huszárcsákó  

of the National Guard. 

(Nudelman collection) 

     Hungarian attitudes were split regarding Austria.  

Some still hoped for a complete separation, while others 

wanted a compromise.  Of course even those who     

favoured the idea of a partnership wanted Hungary’s 

rights as a nation respected.   The famous Hungarian 

Ferenc Deák was the most notable advo-

cate for working with the Austrians    

toward a solution.  He argued that 

the ‘April Laws’ were valid, but 

he was in favour of the Hapsburg  

emperor remaining on the throne.  

He insisted that the Hungarians 

resist illegal Austrian demands 

passively.   

     A decade later, the Austrian 

Army was defeated at Solferino, 

Italy by Sardinian and French 

troops, and Franz Josef came to 

the realization that he could not 

manage all of the opposition, 

and he recognized that that it 

would be necessary to come to 

an agreement with Hungary.  

The Habsburgs were further 

weakened by a Prussian defeat 

in 1866, and the following 

year the emperor and the 

Hungarians finalized what 

was called the ‘Compromise 

of 1867’, which created the 

dual monarchy known as the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire.  
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     Central Europe was (and still is) made up of a very diverse 

group of ethnic cultures, and the non-Magyar groups within 

Hungary feared the growing nationalism.  In Transylvania, 

the German and Romanian minorities opposed their     

incorporation into Hungary.  The Austrians capitalized 

on this instability and enlisted forces made up of the 

minorities to overthrow the new regime. The new anti-

Hungarian Croatian governor Josip Jelacic, a fanatic 

anti-Hungarian, severed relations with Hungary. 

     By the summer of 1848 the revolution began to loose 

momentum.  The Austrians ordered the new Diet to    

dissolve, but the staunch Magyars refused.  In September, 

Jelacic led and army into Hungary – during the struggle 

Batthyány resigned.  The national defence committee 

under Kossuth took control and authorised the establish-

ment of the Hungarian Army, and defeated Jelacic’s 

forces.   

     In December, Emperor Ferdinand abdicated and was 

replaced by Franz Josef who initiated a draconian 

‘freedom of action’ because he personally made no 

pledge to the ‘April Laws’.  The Hungarians refused to 

recognize him as their king as he was never crowned 

with the Holy Crown of St. Stephan. 

     The Austrian Army captured Pest early in 1849, but 

the revolutionary government remained entrenched in the 

city of Debrecen.  They refused to recognise the Hapsburg    

dynasty, proclaimed Hungary a republic and chose Lajos 

Kossuth as their leader.  Franz Josef called in reinforce-

ments and requested that the Russian Imperial Army 

attack from the east.  The Hungarians were over-

whelmed.  On August the 13
th

 they finally surrendered.  

Revenge took the form of shootings and other brutality 

as well as repressive laws forbid-

ding public gatherings, theatre 

performances, the display of  

Hungarian national colours, 

wearing of traditional cos-

tumes and even Kossuth style 

beards! 

     Emperor Franz Josef re-

voked Hungary’s constitution 

and assumed absolute control.  

The country was divided 

into four territories – 

Hungary, Transylvania, 

Croatia-Slavonia, and 

Vojvodina.  German 

became the official 

language of admini-

stration and higher  

education and Austrians 

managed the government.  

Strangely, the minorities that helped 

the imperial forces ultimately    

defeat the Hungarians received little 

for their troubles.  A well known 

Croatian saying was ‚We received as 

a reward what the Magyars got as a 

punishment.‛ 

 Page 2 
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I found this tattered 

frontispiece from a period 

English language volume 

about Lajos Kossuth in an 

antique Hungarian book.   

 

The inscription under his 

engraved portrait reads:  

‚Still, they say it is I who 

inspired the people of Hungary, 

No!  A thousand times No!  

It is they who inspired me.‛ 

 

Below his name is a 

reproduction of his signature. 

 

Kossuth spend a considerable 

amount of time in America 

after the War of Freedom, 

and educated non-Hungarians 

about the culture of his 

beloved homeland. 

 

Shown actual size. 

At right is an unofficial medal commemorating Kossuth’s life. 

The obverse bears his portrait, while the reverse bears the patriotic 

slogan ‚We must live for our Homeland‛  (Neked Élni Kell O Hon) 

and a reference to Kossuth as ‚Genius Creator of a  

Glorious Era‛ (Dicső Korszak Lánglelkű Alkotoja).   

His birth (September 16, 1802) and his death (March 20, 1894) 

are also on the back of the medal.  Obverse shown actual size, 

reverse shown enlarged. 



SERVICE BADGES OF THE VETERANS’ MOVEMENT 
 

     One of the most striking veterans’ association badges is what I call the Service 

Badge.  As with much of the Front-Line Fighters’ Movement, there is no avail-

able data on these - I do believe however that they were awarded for exemplary    

service to the organization and came in two known classes.  The badges, shown 

actual size at left are finely made - the silver example 

is stamped, while the bronze one is also die-struck 

but only ‘semi-hollow’.  The usual insignia of the     

organization is in the centre of the shield-shaped 

badge, and the Hungarian türül eagle surmounts the 

top.  The words ‘BAJTÁRSI SZOLGÁLATÉRT’, or 

‘For Service to Comrades’ is on either side of the 

sword and  spray of laurel leaves. 

     These badges, like most others of the association 

were produced by Nándor Béran of Budapest and 

both bear his hallmark on the   

reverse (BÉRAN N. BPEST 

DÖBRENTEI U. 2.) - shown very 

much enlarged at left.  Interestingly, the silver badge has a 

second mark - the letters T.V. (Terv Védve) for ‘protected 

design’, and a tiny veterans’ association insignia (right).  

The whole mark is less than 3 mm. 

REMEMBERING OUR ROOTS: 

THE HUNGARIAN FRONT-LINE FIGHTER’S MOVEMENT 
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THE NEW HUNGARIAN VOICE 

A Vancouver newsletter dedicated to  

the promotion of Hungarian culture. 
 

The New Hungarian Voice is an English language 

quarterly that deals with Hungarian local, cultural 

and historical issues - 

perfect for those with English as their first language. 
 

Available free of charge from the above address! 

NOW AVAILABLE… 

THE NEW MHBK ‘BLAZER BADGE’ 

The Vancouver Chapter of the MHBK is now taking orders for 

our organization’s exquisite new hand-embroidered crest  
 

These badges are of the highest quality, with intricate gold wire 

details on fine black wool.  Each insignia comes complete with 

convenient pin attachments on the back - 

there is no need for sewing. 
 

$25.00 CDN or $17.00 US 

(plus postage) 
 

Please allow 2 - 4 weeks for delivery 
 

Send cheque (payable to Peter Czink) or money order to: 
 

Peter Czink VRNT 

P.O. Box 74527 - Kitsilano P.O. 

Vancouver, B.C. 

V6K 4P4    Canada 

 

 

 

 



     The primary joy of collecting anything comes from sharing it with others.  One of 
my main focuses are items belonging to Hungarian generals, and featured in this issue 
of the Magyar Front is a new addition to my collection, the Hungarian Royal Body 
Guard (testõrség) uniform tunic of Lieutenant Field Marshall (altábornagy) Károly 
Lázár.  Its elegance betrays its utilitarian purpose - for every Hungarian officer there 
was still two orders of dress that were much more elaborate for festive and gala       
occasions.  The khaki material is the same as for uniforms of the army, but the three 
sets of three cords down its front (made from brown and gold cord that was unique to 
the Royal Body Guard) are an immediate indication that the wearer belonged to the 
very elite unit.  The gold buttons on the collar and the unusual shoulder decoration are 
also exclusive to the Body Guard. 
     Stories of General Lázár’s career would fill a great many volumes.  In fact, it’s a 
great tragedy that his memoirs were destroyed – I’m sure that they would have played 
a key role to help better understand the complex events of the Second World War.  I 
feel that one incident above all should be mentioned here – the events leading up to the 
capture of Admiral Nicholas Horthy and the eventual German occupation of Hungary 
at the end of W.W.II.  The most often encountered account of these events is told by the 
German SS Lieutenant Colonel Otto Skorzeny, the famous daredevil who rescued   
Mussolini from captivity.  In this case, Skorzeny and his soldiers’ mission was one of 
deceit and treachery – the kidnapping of the Regent’s son to force the leader of      
Hungary to give in to German demands.  Lázár’s role was bittersweet – although he 
followed his orders with extraordinary devotion, he became a figure of controversy due 
to his fierce battle with troops of the German SS when they endeavoured to attack the 
residence of the Regent. 
     By October of 1944, Germany still hoped that Horthy’s attitude (he was hoping for 
an armistice with the Soviets before all of Hungary was overrun) would fall in line with 
their way of thinking, and diplomats did their best to stretch out negotiations with the 
Hungarians before reporting back to their superiors in Berlin.  In the meantime,      
General Lázár ordered all streets leading to the royal castle mined – sensing imminent 
problems.  The Germans, not taking kindly to the Hungarians defending themselves, 
threatened that if the mines weren’t removed by 8:00 pm October 16th; the SS would 
storm the fortress.  At the time Skorzeny’s troops already occupied all of the Danube 
bridges, the streets leading to the castle and other tactically important points. 
     At 4:00 am General Lázár reported to the Regent that the SS troops were preparing 
for an attack that would take place at 6:00 am.  The ensuing battle left many dead, but 
the few troops of the Royal Body Guard were soon overpowered.  During the confu-
sion, Minister President Géza Lakatos notified Lázár that he received consent to     
compromise, and that the fighting should cease immediately; but he didn’t believe it – 
Horthy himself had ordered Lázár to resist any attack on the royal palace.   
     Horthy’s son was kidnapped and the Regent was forced to abdicate in return for the 
young man’s life – later, after Horthy had complied with the German demands, his son 
was sent to Mauthausen where he recovered from his wounds and then to Dachau   
Concentration Camp.  After the dust settled, Lázár surrendered to the SS troops and 
spent the rest of the war in the Mauthausen Concentration Camp. 
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     Károly Lázár was described by one of his comrades as “average in stature, elegant, 
soldierly looking; he had a pleasing expression and a manly personality – he was an 
ideal bodyguard.”  His complex personality was somewhat more of a challenge to put 
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General Lázár wearing the gala uniform 
of the Mounted Body Guard of which he 

also served as commander in 1936. 



toward those he liked and rejecting and arrogant towards his 
opponents – he was ruthless with anyone who stood in his way. 
     His intelligence was above average, but his cultural interests 
were limited to history, military history and politics.  His      
dislike for the officers of the General Staff was well known – 
they, on the other hand never fully appreciated his intellectual 

capabilities.  Some officers were irritated by his conde-
scending attitude, and some were envious of his          
exceptional career and his great influence. 
     Without a doubt bravery was his most noticeable  
virtue.  He had an unshakable trust in his own luck 
which sometimes prompted him to recklessness – he 
usually observed the heavy bombardment of Buda-
pest from the castle bastions, knowing the air-raid 
shelters only from his inspections. 
     Although Lázár recognized and appreciated the 
military expertise of Germany, he suspected even 
at the beginning of the war that they could not 
win, and after the Soviet Union was attacked he 
was certain of their defeat.  This caused problems 
with his colleagues and counterparts in the    
General Staff, since he could never be convinced 
otherwise.  He stood beside Horthy with unshak-
able devotion, and was one of only a handful of    
people who would socialize with the Regent’s 
inner circle.   
     Aside from his involvement with his military 
duties Lázár was an excellent swimmer and an 
accomplished equestrian.  Between 1926 and 
1929 he took part in many horse-back riding 
competitions, making a name for himself as an 
expert rider. 
     In the 1960’s he completed writing his   
memoirs which he began in the Mauthausen 
Concentration Camp.  He intended to take his 
600 page manuscript to Vienna where he hoped 
it would be published, but it was confiscated at 
the border and turned over to the government 
where it was destroyed.  Based on the remaining 
rough copies he began re-writing it in 1967, but 
he died before it was completed.  In some papers 

found after his death he wrote about the three    
happiest events in his life:  March 19, 1918 – Emperor 

Karl IV personally promoted him on the Italian front;        
December 31, 1936 – Horthy promoted him to commander of 

the Royal Body Guard; and January 19, 1945 – he was released 
from Mathausen Concentration 
Camp.   

     Lieutenant Field Marshall 
Károly Lázár passed away 

on the 7th of April, 1968, 
and was buried beside 

his wife in Pecel,      
Hungary. 
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into words.  He was an excellent  soldier – in fact, few men 
have ever matched his extraordinary bravery.  Lázár was rather 
an enigma – he was open and outspoken, and his belief in his 
principles was unwavering; yet he tended to be dictated by his 
moods.  He could be friendly and familiar at times, but he was 
also known for his temper.  He was indulgent and forgiving  

Lieutenant Field Marshall Károly Lázár’s uniform tunic. 
The Commander’s Cross (known is Hungarian as the közép or ‘middle’ 

cross) of the Order of Merit is at the throat while the Officer’s Cross and 
Order of Vitéz is worn on the breast.  At right, a view of the elaborate  

general officer’s collar insignia. 

 m~ÖÉ=O=



Pictured above left is the unique Royal Body Guard cap insignia (shown actual size), in gold for officers and generals.  It attaches to 
the left side of the cap with prongs, and has a metal tube attached to the reverse to hold the traditional eagle feather. 

 
Above right, original drawings from the Hungarian military regulations of the front and side of the cap.   

Braid around the cap indicated rank in the usual Hungarian style with brown for junior ranks, silver for non-commissioned officers, 
and gold for officers and generals. 

 
The illustration below is also from the regulations, showing the details of the collar rank insignia for the rank of Major General 

(vezérõrnagy), along with the Royal Body Guard shoulder decoration. 
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     From top left: Commander’s Cross of the Hungarian Order of Merit; Officer’s (and Knight’s) Cross of the Hun-
garian Order of Merit; Knight’s Cross of the Order of Leopold with swords; Knight’s Cross of the Order of the 
Iron Crown with swords and war decoration; Officer’s Gold Bravery Medal; Military Cross of Merit with swords 
and war decoration (twice); Silver Medal for Military Merit with swords (three times); Bronze Medal for Military 
Merit with swords; Hungarian Silver Medal for Military Merit; Hungarian Bronze Medal for Military Merit;    
Emperor Karl’s Cross for Front-Line service in W.W.I; National Defence Cross; Hungarian W.W.I Commemora-
tive medal with helmet and swords; Officer’s II Class Long Service Cross; Commemorative medal for the Libera-
tion of Transylvania; Commemorative medal for the Liberation of Southern Hungary; German 1914 Iron Cross II 
Class; Papal Commander’s Cross of the Order of Saint Sylvester; Commander’s Cross of the Italian Crown;   
Commander’s Cross of Order of Polish Restoration; Austrian W.W.I Commemorative Medal with swords and the 
Bulgarian W.W.I Commemorative Medal. 



SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT OUR ROLE AS MHBK MEMBERS 
 

     I usually feature a little information about the old Front-Line Fighters’ Association in this section, but this 
time I thought I could better serve the memory of those Hungarians in a somewhat more abstract manner.     
Indeed my job, as the Chapter Leader of the Vancouver Chapter of the MHBK is to promote the history and  
traditions of Hungary’s military, not only to accurately preserve the past, but also to hopefully inspire current 
and future generations to embrace our very honourable heritage. 
     That job can be very difficult.  Today we seem to be deafened by sabre-rattling, and the last thing many 
Hungarians want to hear about are military exploits.  Hungary has an endless and rich culture, and the arts – 

music, dance, fine art – are more uplifting than the drab khaki of the soldiers’ uniform.  Sometimes I feel like a 
gloomy cloud next to my fellow Hungarian patriots who dazzle onlookers with astonishing menus of colour and 

sound. 
     I would love to see a day when the attributes of my comrades were no longer needed – when bravery and   

courage were things of the past.  But today we are in very much in need of them.  Aside from the obvious global  
problems, an important part of our own culture is in great danger.  Outside of the Hungarian borders we have devel-
oped a unique perspective that must be preserved – a perspective that if maintained, will serve Hungary well.        
Children and grandchildren of Hungarian immigrants are now becoming successful and influential individuals who can 
ensure that our culture is understood and respected the world over.   
     Hungary is a small country, but its strategic value is enormous.  I am convinced that if there had been a better      

international understanding of our nation and culture in the past, many tragic incidents may have avoided.  Under-
standing Hungary’s military and political history will shed light on how our nation has been used and pressured by 

others, and how our soldiers have been pawns of larger imperialistic neighbours.  Things haven’t changed much, but enlightening  
ourselves will make a difference and educating our fellow countrymen will add to a better understanding of European affairs. 
     The academic study of military personalities or uniforms or decorations isn’t for everyone, but at least we can all be inspired by 
what they stand for.  I feel that as MHBK members it is our duty to do our best to educate those around us and to encourage young 
Hungarians to familiarize themselves with our culture – through literature, history or the arts.  And from our military roots let’s make 
sure that we demonstrate bravery, courage and loyalty – for we need those virtues now more than ever. 

Péter Czink VRNT 
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The MAGYAR FRONT 
is published bi-monthly by Péter Czink VRNT, 

Chapter Leader, Vancouver Chapter, Hungarian Veterans’ Association  
(Csoport Vezetõ, Vancouveri Csoport,  
Magyar Harcosok Bajtársi Közössége) 

 

P.O. Box 74527 
Kitsilano P.O. 

Vancouver B.C. 
V6K 4P4    Canada 

 

telephone/fax: 604 733-9948 
email: czink@shaw.ca 

 
THE NEW HUNGARIAN VOICE 

A Vancouver newsletter dedicated to  
the promotion of Hungarian culture. 

 

The New Hungarian Voice is an English language quarterly that deals 
with Hungarian local, cultural and historical issues - perfect for those 

with English as their first language. 
 

Available free of charge from the above address! 
Thanks to Péter Laborc for sharing this fantastic pre-

W.W.II photo of a Hungarian boy wearing a somewhat 
smaller version of his father’s uniform! 
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